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Abstract:  

The main aim of this contribution is to present an alternative approach for interpolation and 

function approximation from a given data. Instead of the traditional interpolation methods we 

consider and   propose a numerical procedure for interpolation using the concept of fuzzy logic 

and membership functions. The method can be used for interpolating data resulting from 

physical experiments, engineering, medicine, applied sciences etc.  Fuzzification will be 

applied to the given data according to Mamdani technique and membership functions will be 

chosen to satisfy the interpolation mathematical condition. The defuzzification process will be 

implemented to get the crisp values of the interpolation. The procedure will be implemented on 

the mathematical code MATLAB and its Simulink fuzzy logic features.  Finally the 

applicability and efficiency of the procedure is illustrated by numerical examples.  
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1. Introduction 

Interpolation is at root a simple mathematical concept. It is considered to be a 

mathematical and statistical method by which related known data are used to estimate 

an unknown values. Interpolation is achieved by using other established data that are 

located in the domain of the unknown value. 

In the mathematical field of numerical analysis, interpolation is a type of estimation, 

it’s a method of introducing and constructing  new data points based on the range of 

a discrete set of known or given data points. [6, 9] It’s widely used to replace 

complicated and non-smooth functions by polynomials or splines. 

 There is a rich history behind interpolation and function approximation. It really began 

with the early studies of astronomy when the motion of heavenly bodies was determined 

from periodic observations. The names of many famous mathematicians are associated 

with interpolation: Gauss, Newton, Bessel,  and  others.[9] 
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Interpolation is widely  needed  and used in  engineering, applied  sciences and medical 

sciences, where  often has a number of available data points, obtained 

by sampling or experimentation, which represent the values of a function for a limited 

number of values of the independent variable. It is often required to interpolate; that is, 

estimate the value of that function for an intermediate value of the independent variable.  

There are different types of interpolation. The 𝑛𝑡ℎ degree polynomial interpolation has 

been used in many interpolation methods for uniform and non-uniform data points, i.e. 

Newton-Gregory, Lagrange, Divided difference methods, least square method … etc.. 

Linear interpolation uses a linear function for each sub-interval [𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖+1]. Spline 

interpolation is another type that uses low-degree polynomials in each of the sub-

intervals, and chooses the polynomial pieces such that they fit smoothly together. The 

resulting function is called a spline. For example, the natural cubic 

spline is piecewise cubic and twice continuously differentiable. Furthermore, its second 

derivative is zero at the end points. B-splines are often used to numerically integrate 

and differentiate functions that are defined only through a set of data points. [6, 9] 

Saman [1] used the concept of fuzzy logic   and system controllers  together with the 

membership functions to give more reasonable values for the loss precisions in solving 

a system of equations.  He considered the condition number and the rate of singularity 

of the system of equation as an input variables and the rate of accuracy of computed 

solution as the output variable.  Fuzzy logic allows us also to model a non-specific  

mathematical and scientific language notions, especially, so called vogue expressions ( 

small rate, very small determinant, large condition number, nearly singular matrix … 

etc.).  

The aim of this paper is to overview the main concepts of fuzzy  control based on logic 

and its applications. Moreover,  to provide a technique using fuzzy control developed 

by Zadeh [18-21] and Mamdani [11-13] to help in choosing and evaluating the 

technique that best suits the given data set: the fuzzy membership functions and the 

logic rules will be chosen carefully to improve the quality of  interpolation compared 

to traditional approximation methods, and to satisfy the interpolation condition at the 

given data. Data sets in the examples will be chosen to be   connected to known 

functions to facilitate computing the actual error. Examples will be given with the given 

data  as input or behaviour parameters , and the interpolating values as output or action 

parameters. The input crisp data will be  fuzzified, and then defuzzified  according to 

given rules. 

2. Basic Concept of Fuzzy Logic 

Fuzzy logic is considered as the concept of linguistic variable, it  was supposed to be   

the elite tool for computing with wards variables where computers couldn’t process 

linguistic variables. It considers linguistic variables, that is, variables whose values are 

not numbers but words or sentences in a natural or artificial language[15]. The 

term fuzzy logic was introduced with the 1965 proposal of fuzzy set theory by  Lotfi 
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Zadeh who is considered to be the father of fuzzy logic. [18-20] Fuzzy logic had, 

however, been studied since the 1920s, as  infinite-valued logic notably 

by Łukasiewicz and Tarski.[1, 10, 13, 21] It provided mathematicians with an 

appropriate tool for modelling vagueness phenomenon and shed new light into non-

digital variables and control theory  for engineers.[1-3, 8, 10, 13]   

 Fuzzy set and crisp set are the part of the distinct set theories, where the fuzzy set 

implements and allow the whole interval [0 1] to be the range of their characteristic 

functions which we call membership functions  𝜇𝐴(𝑥),  and employ infinite-valued 

logic.  The fuzzy membership functions 𝜇𝐴(𝑥)  enabled us to overcome the difficulty 

of having very different control actions for a small a change in the inputs. while crisp 

set employs bi-valued logic and normally gives different actions for a very close similar  

inputs. [13, 18]    

𝜇𝐴(𝑥) =  {
1, 𝑥 ∈ 𝐴 
0,   𝑥 ∉ 𝐴

    

Where A is a classical (crisp) set.  

    In logic, fuzzy logic is a form of many-valued logic in which the truth value of 

variables may be any real number between 0 and 1 both inclusive 0 ≤ 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) ≤ 1 . It is 

employed to handle the concept of partial truth, where the truth value may range 

between completely true and completely false. By contrast, in crisp logic, the truth 

values  of variables may only be the integer values 0 or 1.[13, 20]  

Since computers can’t process wards,  fuzzy logic works  as a bridge between words 

and numbers.  It works in combination with a tool named  membership functions 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) 

in a way that mimics Crisp logic.  

membership functions 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) quantifies the degree of belongingness of the element x to 

the fuzzy set A. The type and the number of membership functions control the 

demanded degree of accuracy. 

    There is a significant difference between the classical crisp sets  and fuzzy sets, the 

classical sets are considered as a subset of the fuzzy sets. The classical sets are a yes or 

no sets and defined as: 

𝐴 = { 𝑥| 𝑥ɛ 𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑥 𝑖𝑠  ∆ }  

Where X is the universe of discourse  and x has some property ∆. 

While in the fuzzy set, every element  x should be combined with a membership 𝜇𝐴(𝑥), 

determines it’s degree of membership 

𝐴𝑓𝑢𝑧𝑧𝑦 = { (𝑥, 𝜇𝐴(𝑥)| 𝑥𝜖 𝑋, 𝜇𝐴(𝑥)𝜖[0, 1]} 

To this end, replacements for basic operators and, or must be available. There are 

several ways to this. A common replacement is called the Zadeh operators [16], where 
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the ∩ (𝑥, 𝑦)  and ∪ (𝑥, 𝑦) in crisp logic are replaced by 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦)and  𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥, 𝑦) 

respectively. 

Let A and B be two fuzzy sets in D with membership functions 𝜇𝐴(𝑥) and 𝜇𝐵(𝑥) 

respectively. Then the union and intersection sets operations are defined in terms of 

their membership functions 𝜇𝐴(𝑥)as following, 

Definition 1 [10]: The membership function of A∪B is  denoted by 𝜇𝐴∪𝐵(𝑥), and 

defined pointwise for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐷 by,  

𝜇𝐴∪𝐵(𝑥)= max{𝜇𝐴(𝑥), 𝜇𝐵(𝑥)} 

Definition 2 [10]: The membership function of A∩B is  denoted by 𝜇𝐴∩𝐵(𝑥), and 

defined pointwise for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝐷 by,  

𝜇𝐴∪𝐵(𝑥)= min{𝜇𝐴(𝑥), 𝜇𝐵(𝑥)} 

      Fuzzy logic is considered to be a basic control system that relies on the degrees of 

state of the input and the output depends on the state of the input and rate of change of 

this state. [5] In other words, a fuzzy logic system works on the principle of assigning 

a particular output (action) depending on the probability of the state of the input. An 

interesting property is that the behaviour of a fuzzy system is not described using 

algorithms and formulas, but rather as a set of rules that may be expressed in natural 

language. 

3. Fuzzy Control System (FCS) 

    In 1974, fuzzy logic was applied and implemented practically for the first time by 

Mamdani  and his colleagues [13] in steam engine  control theory. fuzzy control based 

on fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets has been considered  as one of the most active  and 

valuable topics for research in the application of fuzzy logic and fuzzy  set theory. Fuzzy 

control is a logical system which is much closer in spirit to human thinking and natural 

language than traditional logic systems. 

 Mamdani and his colleagues [11- 13] have developed the theory of fuzzy control 

systems based on the theory of fuzzy sets  motivated by the pioneer research of Zadeh’s 

[18-20]  on the linguistic approach and system analysis. Mamdani’s work opened the 

way for industrial and practical applications of fuzzy control in water quality control, 

automatic train operations systems, automatic transmission system, nuclear reactors, 

city planning and many other applications in engineering and medicine.  

Fuzzy logic controllers have many advantages over the conventional controllers 

[7]: they are cheaper to develop, they cover a wider range of operating conditions, and 

they are more readily customizable in natural language terms.[13, 19]  

Unlike the other logic controllers, fuzzy controller also prevents different actions for 

almost same behaviours. [19] 
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   After 1990’s, Fuzzy sets and logic were made more practically useful [10, 21]. 

Several  models based on the fuzzy sets, the fuzzy transform has been proposed and 

widely used as a numerical tools for solving differential equations and image processing 

[1, 2, 3] . Fuzzy logic allows scientists to model vogue human language notions, 

especially, so called linguistic expressions (small, very big, more or less … etc.).  

 
Fig. 1 Fuzzy controller system (FCS) 

Numerical  Steps: 

 

1. Given the set of experimental data or values that satisfy a function or  a mathematical 

equation,  

2. Define the inputs and output variables, 

3. Define the  descriptors  of the input and output variables. 

4. Define membership functions for each of the  input and output variables, such that 

the given data can be satisfied or nearly satisfied i.e. 

      𝜇𝐴(𝑥𝑖) = 1, 𝑖 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑛 

𝑥𝑖 are the given input data 

5. Form the logic rules based on the mathematical problem to satisfy or nearly satisfy 

the given data ( i.e. consistent with the interpolation condition) ,  

6. Evaluate the Rules, 

7. Defuzzification, 

8. Increase the  number of membership functions or their definition to get better results, 

9. Results  

 

4. Numerical Computations 

Example One: 

Given the following equally spaced crisp values 𝑥, 𝑓(𝑥)   for the function  𝑓(𝑥) =

cos (𝑥)  
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𝑥 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

𝑓(𝑥) 0.920 0.980 1.00 0.980 0.921 0.825 0.697 

 

                              Table 1 Equally spaced values 𝒙, 𝒇(𝒙)   for the function 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝒙)  

MATLAB Simulink [14] features used to describe and design a fuzzy logic controller  

to  determine the  interpolating value i.e. the values of  𝑓(𝑥) = cos(𝑥) , 𝑥 ɛ [−0.4, 0.8]. 

the 𝑥 values are assumed as an input crisp values, and  𝑓(𝑥)  as output crisp value.           

The x-input and y-output fuzzy descriptors are shown in Table 2, seven descriptors were 

used for the 𝑥 values, five descriptor for the output interpolating variable. The triangular 

shape functions representing the input and output are shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3 

respectively. The centroid defuzzification option and non-uniform triangular 

memberships in MATLAB [14] are used for the output. The output variable is the action 

that should be taken to satisfy the function f(x) at the input values i.e. 𝜇𝐴(𝑥𝑖) = 1, 𝑖 =

0,1,2, … , 𝑛. 

Table 3 and Fig. 4 show the approximated y values of cos(x) obtained for a selected 

values x in the given domain. the graph agree well with the graph of cos(x) in the 

interval [-0.4, 0.8]. The output values are considered as an action that should be taken 

due to the given input values. The membership functions and the fuzzy rules are 

designed such that the approximated y values are consistent with the neighbouring 

given values. According to the defined membership functions and fuzzy rules, fig 4  

show the MATLAB computations for an input x= 0 .42,  the output result is  y=0.905, 

where the true value is 0.913, the error is 0.008. 

The input fuzzy descriptors for  𝒙 The output fuzzy  descriptors y 

S1X: Extremely  small 𝑥 values, 

S2X: Very  small 𝑥 values, 

SX: Small 𝑥 values, 

M1X: Medium small 𝑥 values, 

M2X: Medium  𝑥 values, 

LX: Large 𝑥 values, 

VLX: Very large 𝑥 values. 

VSY: Very small interpolation value, 

SY: Small interpolation value, 

SMY: Small Medium interpolation 

value, 

MY: Medium interpolation value ,   

LY: Large interpolation value, 

 

          

                                   Table 2 The x-input and y-output fuzzy descriptors 
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Fig. 2 The uniform triangular membership functions used to define the input. 

  

 

Fig. 3 The non-uniform  triangular membership functions  used to define the output. 

 

                    Fig. 4 A two dimensional surface figure for the  input and output parameters. 
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                     Fig. 5  MATLAB Rule  figure for the interpolation at x=0.42 

 

x Interpolation 

value 

Abs. 

actual 

error 

x Interpolation 

value 

Abs. 

actual 

error 

-0.35 0.936 0.003 0.39 0.924 0.001 

-0.3 0.948 0.007 0.42 0.905 0.008 

-0.25 0.961 0.008 0.57 0.841 0.001 

-0.1 0.992 0.003 0.62 0.806 0.008 

-0.15 0.986 0.003 0.69 0.766 0.005 

0.1 0.992 0.003 0.7 0.762 0.003 

0.15 0.986 0.003 0.73 0.748 0.003 

0.25 0.961 0.008 0.75 0.738 0.006 

0.3 0.948 0.007 0.77 0.725 0.007 

0.35 0.936 0.003 0.79 0.708 0.004 

 

              Table 3 The interpolation crisp output, the inputs x  and the absolute actual error. 
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s x 𝒇 ∆𝒇  ∆𝟐𝒇  ∆𝟑𝒇  ∆𝟒𝒇 

-1 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

-0.4 

-0.2 

0.0 

0.2 

0.4 

0.6 

0.8 

0.921 

0.980 

1.000 

0.980 

0.921 

0.825 

0.697 

0.059 

0.020 

-0.02 

-0.059 

-0.096 

-0.128 

-0.039 

-0.04 

-0.039 

-0.037 

-0.032 

-0.001 

0.001 

0.002 

0.005 

0.002 

0.001 

0.003 

 

Table 4 Difference table for 𝒇(𝒙) = 𝐜𝐨𝐬 (𝒙) 

In order to calculate interpolating value 𝑓(0.15) from the data in table 4, we use third 

degree Newton-Gregory polynomial [6, 9] 

𝑝𝑛(𝑥𝑠 ) = 𝑓° + 𝑠∆ 𝑓° +  
𝑠(𝑠 − 1)

2!
∆2𝑓

+
𝑠(𝑠 − 1)(𝑠 − 2)

3!
∆3𝑓° … 

𝑠(𝑠 − 1) … (𝑠 − 𝑛 + 1)

𝑛!
∆𝑛𝑓°, 

Where  𝑠 =
𝑥−𝑥°

ℎ
, with  ℎ = ∆𝑥, the uniform spacing in x-values.  

 In order to centre the x-value around x=0.15, we must use the four entries 

beginning with x = - 0.2. That makes  𝑥°= - 0.2 and 𝑠 =
0.15+0.2

0.2
= 1.75. Inserting the 

proper values into the expression for Newton-Gregory polynomial, we  get 

𝑓(0.15) = 0.980 +
(1.75)(0.75)

2!
(0.020) +

(1.75)(0.75)(−0.25)

3!
(−0.04) 

                  = 0.980 + 0.0131 + 0.002 = 0.995 

The function is actually for   𝑓(𝑥) = cos (𝑥), so we know that the true value of 

 𝑓(0.15) = 0.989; the  absolute error is 0.006. Fuzzy logic computation results 

indicates that the error at x = 0.15 is 0.003, which indicates that our estimate is very 

good compared to the true value and even for Newton-Gregory polynomial 

approximation. 

Example Two 

The data given in Table 4 is the numerical solution for the steady-state equation-flow 

equation, u(x, y) are the temperatures at the nodes of a gridwork constructed  in the 

domain of interest [9]. As in example one, we used MATLAB [14] Simulink features 

to describe and design the interpolation with fuzzy controller method to calculate the 
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temperatures at points other than the nodes of the grid. The x-values are assumed as the 

first input crisp values, the y values are assumed as the second input crisp values and 

the temperature will be considered as the output values 

Six descriptors were used for the first input 𝑥 values, Five descriptors were used for the 

second input 𝑦-values, and 10 descriptors used for the output interpolating Temperature 

variable. The input and output membership functions are chosen such that the given 

values are satisfied at most given nodes and very close to the others. The centroid 

defuzzification option and non-uniform triangular memberships in MATLAB [14] 

Simulink features are used for the output. The x-input and y-output fuzzy descriptors 

are indicated in table 6, and the fuzzy rules are in table 7.  

X / y 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 

0.0 0.0 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 

0.5 5.00 7.51 10.05 12.00 15.67 20.00 

1.0 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 

1.5 15.00 12.51 9.95 7.32 4.33 0.00 

2.0 20.00 15.00 10.00 5.00 0.00 -5.00 

 

Table 5 Temperatures at the nodes of a gridwork constructed in the domain of interest for the 

steady-state equation. 

The first input fuzzy  

descriptor  x 

The second input fuzzy  

descriptor  y 

The output (Temperature) 

fuzzy descriptor 

VSX: Very   small 𝑥 

values, 

SX: Small 𝑥 values, 

MSX: Medium small 𝑥 

values, 

MX: Medium  𝑥 values, 

 LX: Large 𝑥 values, 

VLX: Very large 𝑥 values. 

 

VSY: Very   small 𝑦 

values, 

SY: Small 𝑦 values, 

MY: Medium  𝑦 values, 

LY: Large 𝑦 values, 

VLY: Very large 𝑦 values. 

 

VVST: Extremely small T 

values, 

VST: Very small  T 

values, 

S1T:  Small  1 T values, 

ST: Small  T values, 

M1T: Medium1  T values, 

M2T: medium 2  T values. 

M3T: Medium 3 T values, 

L1T: Large 1 T values, 

L2T: Large 2 T values, 

VLT: Very large  T values 
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                                     Table 6 The two inputs and output fuzzy descriptors 

 

 

Fig. 6 The uniform  triangular membership functions  used to define the first input. 

 

             Fig. 7 The uniform  triangular membership functions  used to define the second input.  
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            Fig. 8 The non-uniform triangular membership functions used to define the output.  

 

x/y VSX SX MSX MX LX VLX 

VSY VST ST M2T L1T L2T VLT 

SY ST M1T M2T M3T L1T L2T 

MY M2T M2T M2T M2T M2T M2T 

LY L1T M3T M2T M1T S1T VST 

VLY L2T L1T M2T ST VST VVST 

 

                                                             Table 7  The applied fuzzy rules 

 

x/y 0.3 0.8 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.4 

0.4 4.10 8.26 12.1 15.7 16.6 19.2 23.8 

0.9 8.47 9.33 10.7 11.4 11.4 14.3 14.3 

1.2 12.2 11.1 8.92 8.75 8.94 5.34 3.96 

1.6 15.9 11.6 7.92 4.29 2.74 -1.87 -1.17 

1.8 17.1 12.2 7.19 3.83 1.45 -1.21 -2.86 

  

Table 8 The x, y inputs and the interpolation crisp output (Temperature). 

 

Fig 9 A surface graph for the x, y inputs and temperature output. 
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Fig 10 MATLAB rules  figure for the output  interpolation at x = 1.3, and y = 0.9 

Fig. 9 is a three dimensional graph for x, y inputs and the approximated temperatures 

obtained at selected nodes in the given domain. Table 8 contains the computed result at 

random nodes. The membership functions and the fuzzy rules are designed such that 

the obtained temperature values are consistent with the neighbouring given values. Fig 

10 is an example showing the MATLAB computation at the node (1.3, 0.9) according 

to the given membership functions and fuzzy rules. 

Conclusions 

Fuzzy logic is   considered to be an elite approximation tool, it provides an effective 

means of capturing the approximate, inexact nature of the real word. It’s  a scientific 

revolution that made our linguistic wards accessible and processed easily by computers 

In this paper, we presented a method which used  a given experimental or mathematical 

data, fuzzy logic, uniform and non-uniform triangular membership functions  to 

approximate and interpolate unknown values.  The proposed interpolation method is 

proved to be applicable and flexible rather than the other existing methods which 

depends mainly on numerical approximation algorithms (i.e. polynomials or splines). 

The presented method can introduce a new and fundamental change in dealing with 

mathematical fuzzy terms   and  vagueness phenomenon  (i.e. close, very close, large, 

small, very small,….etc.). It provided us with a tool to avoid different actions or values 

for almost same input values (same behaviour).  The method can be easily used and 

implemented for different mathematical and physical data. Results show the efficiency 

of fuzzy logic  and fuzzy controller system (FCS) in approximating  values satisfying 

mathematical relations. It’s shown that obtained approximated values in the domain of 

the given values are very close to the exact values, and by using proper number and 

suitable memberships, the error could be even less than the error from known traditional 
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methods. Choosing and designing suitable membership functions and rules plays a 

crucial role, we recommend more study and on that side.  
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